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Determining Therapy Goals
 Goals are based on the significant scores

 Always start with Phonemic Synthesis if it is 
significant for Quantitative or Qualitative – Always

 Begin with the less severe scores, strengthen these 
areas first and leave the weakest area to last 

 Do not include goals for auditory memory initially –
retest after strengthening dichotic listening ability, 
discrimination ability, phonemic ability to see if it even 
needs to be addressed
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Dichotic Listening Training

 Use both word and number sets, but primarily words

 Words are in three sets with each set having five levels

 Sets are +10 dB, +5 dB and +0 dB

 Sets can be either 3 seconds between presentations or 
8 seconds between presentation



Dichotic Listening Therapy
Levels are:

 Basic Kindergarten Words 

 Words Phonetically Different

 Words Phonetically Similar

 Compound Words

 Two Syllable Words 

Offset lists are rarely needed

Lists with a male voice 

Lists with words that focus on certain 
consonants (m/n, s/z, p/b/d, sh/ch)



What I Have Found

 Both speed and accuracy of dichotic listening  
improves

 Either speed or accuracy seems to be the bigger issue

 If it is possible for the child to handle the 3 second 
interval between presentations instead of the 8 second 
intervals without to much frustration, you can be 
working on speed and accuracy initially

 Most children and adults have better initial success 
with the dichotic listening task with compound and 
two syllable words as opposed to one syllable words



What I Have Found

 The phonetically similar lists are the most difficult for 
everyone

 I do have dichotic digit lists as well but like the idea of 
working the phonemic area as well with words

 An added value of dichotic listening task is that the 
child / adult learns to relax and just let the words come 
without using the compensation strategies they have 
acquired (guessing or shutting down, panicking or 
getting angry). Good lesson in that you hear what you 
hear and you will hear it again. Find that optimal 
learning zone where there is a little stress but not to 
much.





Binaural Separation
 I use a poem (Sally Parker)  in one ear and a story 

(Nicholas, Laura and Chadwick) in the other ear
 The story and the poem continue throughout the 

three levels, being +10 dB, +5 dB and +0 dB.
 Progress is measured by number of words missed
 I also use unrelated sentences at +10 dB, +5 dB , 

0dB
 For patients with a particularly poor score for 

Binaural Separation, I will start with music in 
one ear and a story in the other ear



What I Have Found 

 The entertainment value of the poem and story is 
motivating to the children and adults

 There are idioms in the poem “she began to unravel” 
and “she woke up ten feet tall” may create to much 
confusion

 My post test for binaural separation does show 
improvement of this skill



Therapy Tools I Use

 Vowel/Consonant Pair Training

 Education / Self Advocay

 Nonsense Words for discrimination training

 Hear Builders

 Visualization of phonemes using colored tabs

 Compensation strategies / correction of 
mishearing

 Active listening for auditory memory

 Auditory / visual integration

 Interhemispheric Exercises
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Advantages of a Live Person!
 You adjust your rate of presentation to their rate of 

response

 It is auditory only / computer programs also use 
graphics

 You can quickly change approach according to how the 
child is performing

 You can recognize opportunities presented by the 
child to discuss the impact of an auditory processing 
disorder and recognize when they turn a corner. 



Vowel/Consonant Training
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App for the Auditory System
Blue Tree Publishing



App shows sound traveling to the brain 
(animated) and otoscopic view of the tympanic 
membrane (actual)
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Ways to Deliver Therapy
 Traditional – come into the clinic weekly and biweekly, 

therapist driven

 Home Based – Parent is given therapy materials and 
taught how to train

 Skype – connect with Skype, most training can be 
done, works well with adults

 Web Based – logs in and trains

 Combination of above dependant on what works best 
with the child and the family



Vickie’s Golden Rules For Therapy

 A Montessori Approach

 Training for 10 – 15 minutes 5 days a week

 Parent kept completely informed – therapy notes 
sent via email

 Phonemic Synthesis always first

 Address the weakest area last

 You Hear What You Hear / Never Correct the 
Patient

 Child should become a Junior Audiologist
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